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Abstract

From monocular RGB images captured in the wild, de-
tecting multi-body 3D meshes in physical sizes and loca-
tions is notoriously difficult due to the diverse visual am-
biguity and lack of explicit depth measurement. Mod-
ern DNN approaches made numerous advances based on
either two-stage Region-of-Interests(RoI)-Align or single-
stage fixed Field-of-View (FoV) detector frameworks for two
main subtasks: local pelvis-centered mesh regression and
global body-to-camera translation regression. However,
sub-meter-level physical-space monocular mesh detection
is still out of reach by existing solutions. In this paper, we
recognize two common drawbacks: (1) The local meshes
are usually estimated without explicitly aligning body fea-
tures under image-space scaling, occlusion, and trunca-
tion; (2) The global translations are estimated based on a
weak-perspective assumption, which tricks the network into
prioritizing image-space (front-view) mesh alignment and
leads to inaccurate mesh depth. We introduce Physical-
space Multi-body Mesh Detection (PMMD), in which (1)
Locally, we preserve the body aspect ratio, align the body-
to-RoI layout, and densely refine the person-wise RoI fea-
tures for robustness; (2) Globally, we learn dense-depth-
guided features to amend the body-wise local feature for
physical depth estimation. With the cleaned local features
and explicit local-global associations, PMMD achieves the
best centimeter-level local mesh metrics and the first sub-
meter-level global mesh metrics from monocular images in
3DPW and AGORA datasets.

1. Introduction
Multi-body 3D meshes in physical sizes and global lo-

cations provide human action / interaction / locomotion in-
formation at the surface level. Automatic perception tools
for this task could enable boundless applications to pro-

*Tiange Xiang conducted this work as a research intern at CMU.

Figure 1. The proposed PMMD technical ideas, compared with
CRMH [8] and BEV [28]. (Local Alignment) Center-Padding
RoI-Align preserves the body aspect ratio and aligns body-to-RoI
layout. (Global Dense Learning) Integrating local body-wise
with global image-wise features to achieve precise translations.

mote our safety and well-being. Although many emerging
depth sensors facilitate 3D sensing, in most daily scenarios,
e.g., shopping malls, parking lots, and warehouses, the low-
frame-rate and varying-focal-length monocular RGB cam-
eras are still the most accessible sensors. Our hard journey
in monocular-image-based 3D body detection is still ahead
against diverse visual ambiguity in appearances, occlusion,
truncation, and most importantly, depth measurement.

This WACV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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Most body mesh detectors map a cropped single-person
image patch to a SMPL [23] mesh in the pelvis-centered lo-
cal coordinate system [11, 13, 15, 16, 19, 20, 27, 29, 30, 32].
More recent approaches address the mutual occlusion and
duplicated detection issues by fusing the single-person
SMPL regressor with 2D person detectors [8,28,34–36,38].
Two representative frameworks are the two-stage Region-
of-Interests (RoI) based methods ( [8, 12]), and the single-
stage fixed-Field-of-View (FoV) based methods ( [28, 34,
38]). Most mesh detectors [8, 34–36] do not estimate body
depth. One may derive the pseudo-3D location labels in
post-processing using the weak-perspective camera param-
eters (2D offset + 2D scale). A locally estimated mesh is
shifted by the 2D offset in the image plane and shifted by
[2D scale × Pseudo-focal-length] in the perpendicular di-
rection to the image plane. Such a pseudo-3D localization
approach couples the body sizes and depths, thus meshes
of different 2D box sizes may be interpreted as meshes of
the same size at different depths. BEV [28] introduces a
dedicated global depth branch to estimate body depth but
prioritizes image-space projection over absolute depth.

Despite advances in robustness and dedicated localiza-
tion above, we see common drawbacks in solving the two
fundamental regression subtasks of (1) local pelvis-centered
meshes and (2) global body-to-camera translations. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates drawbacks with two example methods: the
two-stage RoI-based method CRMH [8] and single-stage
fixed-FoV-based method BEV [28]. For local single-body
mesh regression, CRMH normalizes RoI features by resiz-
ing but distorts the aspect ratio and the body-to-RoI layout
for occluded and truncated bodies. BEV produces mesh re-
gression at each feature grid which corresponds to a fixed
FoV size. The FoV covers bodies in the original aspect ra-
tio and is robust to occlusion and truncation, but the fixed
FoV size makes it burdensome to learn size-invariant re-
gression. For global translation regression, no matter which
depth estimators [4,22,39] are added to the detector frame-
work as did in BEV [28], which unrealistically assumes
the same body is equally optimized in different subtasks.
The lack of cooperation in high-level feature selection and
loss fitting leads to redundant learning burdens of two sub-
tasks and potentially low performance. To address the com-
mon drawbacks above, we construct a novel Physical-based
Multi-body Mesh Detection (PMMD), featuring the amal-
gamation of alignment, dense attention, and global dense
learning. The contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a simple yet effective cuda-based Center-
Padding RoI-Align (CP-RoI-Align) module that nor-
malizes the body-to-RoI layout of local features.

• We bridge the local body-wise and the global image-
wise features, which are capable of predicting precise
and physical-like global translation.

• We introduce a novel local dense-attention module to
refine local features for robustness.

• We further enhance performance by employing global
3D padding augmentation and introducing global-local
dense vertex supervision.

2. Related Work
Single-person mesh recovery. From pre-cropped resized
single-person images(usually 224 × 224), OOH [29] and
PARE [14] incorporate specified sub-networks to detect vis-
ible body parts and improve single-person mesh regression
under occlusion. OOH [29] also augments occlusion data
by randomly masking body pixels. THUNDR [37] esti-
mates single-person mesh and Pesudo 3D locations using
an intermediate marker representation. VIBE [13] and Hu-
MoR [27] model temporal priors between video frames.
HuMoR [27] also imposes constraints on ground contact
and motion priors learned from nearby frames. Recent
Tranformer-based methods [19, 20, 33] reach very high
single-person metrics leveraging long-range dependency
within the cropped image patch. However, each patch re-
quires an HRNet-48 backbone, making it too heavy for
multi-body cases. Most single-person methods are evalu-
ated on image patches cropped with ground-truth bounding
boxes instead of detected bounding boxes.

In our work, we solve a 3D multi-body mesh detection
problem based on the monocular image, by creating clean
local features and explicit local-global associations in a two-
stage RoI-based detection framework while being capable
of global translation estimation.
Global Multi-body mesh detection. Most multi-body
mesh detection approaches [8, 34–36] only produce pseudo
3D mesh coordinates based on weakly-perspective cam-
era parameters (2D offset + 2D scale). SPEC [15] locates
single-person meshes in the world coordinates by estimat-
ing camera poses through contextual clues (e.g. horizontal
lines) in the images. There is still very little work for global
3D localization of multiple body meshes, mostly following
the architectures in [35, 36]. They solve the problem indi-
rectly with multiple separated stages and networks, such as
single person 3D-joints → single 3D shape fitting in [36]
and body part detection→ skeleton grouping → 3D shape
fitting [35]. BEV [28] estimate global translation in the
Bird-Eye-View regression branch. In [4,22,39], 3D bound-
ing boxes are detected with a physical bbox center depth,
size, and orientation. BTS [17], DAV [6], and AdaBins [3]
estimate visible surface depth leveraging the transformers
that model the dense spatial dependency.

In our work, we estimate the multi-body body meshes in
physical sizes and locations. Our global translation regres-
sion employs a strong global branch in the two-stage RoI-
based framework. Own to our aligned and densely refined
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RoI features, we further improve performance by compen-
sating global translation regression with local translation re-
gression associated with the same body.

3. Our Approach

Notations: The model input is an RGB image I ∈
ℜW×H×3 1 captured under the camera intrinsics C =
[f, 0,W/2; 0, f, 0, H/2; 0, 0, 1] with focal length f and im-
age center [W/2, H/2]. The outputs are the body meshes
in pelvis-centered local coordinates and their body-wise
3D translation vector in the global 3D coordinates. Each
body mesh contains 6890 vertices with their 3D coordinates
M ∈ ℜ6890×3 and neural adult SMPL coefficients {θ, β}
[23]. The pelvis of M is at the origin of the local 3D co-
ordinates, with their x-y-z coordinates all in the range of
[−1, 1] meters.β ∈ ℜ10×1 is the top-10 PCA coefficients
of the SMPL statistical shape space. θ ∈ ℜ6×24 is the 3D
rotation of the 24 body joints in a 6D representation. The
body-wise 3D translation vectors t ∈ ℜ3×1s are in meters.
The origin of the global 3D coordinates system is placed at
the center of the image plane with its Z-axis perpendicular
to the image plane.
Problem Description: We solve a regression problem from
an RGB image I to multiple pelvis-centered body mesh co-
efficients {θ, β} and body-wise global 3D camera-to-body
translations t. To demonstrate our explicit body-wise align-
ment, feature refinement, and local-to-global association,
we implement PMMD components under a two-stage RoI-
based detection framework.

3.1. Framework

Delimma of RoI-based and FoV-based framework.
Without loss of generality, we consider CRMH [8] and
BEV [28] as typical examples of the two-stage RoI-
based and single-stage FoV-based models, respectively.
CRMH [8] has body-wise RoI features cropped and re-
sized for local mesh regression but relies on the robustness
of 2D bounding boxes to deal with occlusion and trunca-
tion. Lacking strong global features for depth estimation,
CRMH [8] relies on weakly-perspective depth estimation
based on the error-prone 2D bounding boxes. On the other
hand, BEV [28] estimates body-wise mesh coefficients at
the feature grid of pelvises, which is naturally robust to
occlusion and truncation. However, each grid has a fixed
FoV disregarding different body sizes. Without tight body-
enclosed FoV features to provide additional local adjust-
ment, BEV [28] relies on a standalone branch from global
features to estimate the global translation.

1All non-bold letters represent scalars. Bold capital letter X denotes
a matrix; Bold lower-case letters x is a column vector. xi represents the
ith column vector of the matrix X. xj denotes the jth element of x.
⟨x,y·⟩ = xTy denotes the inner-product between two vectors or metrics.

Common limitations. (a) Either RoI-based or FoV-based
framework does not simultaneously keep the aspect-ratio
and body-to-RoI/FoV layouts among different bodes, lead-
ing to misaligned body-wise features. Fig. 1 illustrates the
different alignment strategies. (b) Both frameworks are
sparsely supervised, hence naturally biased to the densely
sampled mesh shapes, poses, and locations. For instance,
the changes of individual SMPL coefficients and body joint
coordinates coefficients/joints tend to sparsely affect more
on some mesh vertices more than others. Moreover, the oc-
currence of the training body instances in the 3D space is
very sparse. (i.e. the overall mesh volume over the scene
volume in the 3DPW training set is only 0.12%). (c) The
local and global tasks originate separately from the back-
bone features (see BEV [28]). The lack of cooperation in
high-level feature selection and loss fitting leads to a redun-
dant learning burden of two network branches and poten-
tially low performance.
Components from existing models. From [8, 28, 34, 38],
we use the blue components in Fig. 2) for two subtasks: (1)
2D person detection (“Bounding box head” and “Classifica-
tion head”); (2) local SMPL coefficient regression (“Local
SMPL head”). The 2D detection losses and local SMPL
regression losses :

L2DBox = λbboxLbbox + λclsLcls (1)
LSMPL = λshapeLβ + λposeLθ + λj3dLj3d

+λj2dLj2d (2)

which include the losses of bounding box Lbbox, person
classification score Lcls, the SMPL coefficients Lβ ,Lθ,
local 3D joints J3D ∈ ℜ24×3, and image-space 2D joints
J2D ∈ ℜ24×2. We train Eq. 1-2 using up-to-date tricks
from [8,34], occlusion-aware data augmentation from [38],
and adversary training of SMPL coefficients from [8]. To
save training time, we did not use the Depth Ordering-
Aware and Interpenetration loss in [8, 34].

For global 3D locations, we need a global translation loss
LGTrans on the translation vector t ∈ ℜ1×3, naively

LGTrans = λGTrans∥t− tgt∥22. (3)

There are two options to predict t: (a) Pseudo depth esti-
mation [8, 34, 38] based on weakly-perspective projection
from the 3D joints J3D to the 2D joints J2D or bound-
ing boxes. Under the weak-perspective assumption, the
body sizes, poses and depths are coupled. Meshes of dif-
ferent sizes may be interpreted as the same size at differ-
ent depths. (b) Direct regression of global translation fol-
lowing [4, 22, 25, 28, 39] using single-scale global features
with grid-to-grid correspondence to the body center map.
In Sec. 3.2, we will introduce Global-Local Translation
Heads that benefit from both direct global regression and
local mesh regression.
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Figure 2. PMMD based on the two-stage detector Framework. Existing detector components (Section 3.1) are in blue. Our PMMD
components (Section 3.2) are in pink. Training losses are computed on the “supervised variable” in the dashed boxes.

Figure 3. Detailed PMMD head structures. (Also in pink in Fig. 2)

The overall training loss of our framework hence aggre-
gates all the above losses:

LBaseline = L2DBox + LSMPL + LGTrans. (4)

As a hybrid of the two-stage RoI-based and single-stage
FoV-based frameworks, the common limitation remains.
We address them by the PMMD components below.

3.2. The proposed PMMD Components

We introduce (1) Center-Padding RoI-Align to align
bodies, (2) Dense-attention Local SMPL Head to refine lo-
cal features, (3) Global and Local Translation Heads to as-
sociate body-wise local and global tasks, and (4) Global 3D
Padding Augmentation to increase the density of 3D super-
vision. PMMD components are in pink in Fig. 2.
(1) Center-Padding RoI-Align. Center-Padding RoI-Align
pads out-of-scene and occluded features of RoI, preserves
the body aspect ratios, and keeps the mesh-to-RoI layout.

To establish bbox reference of the whole body instead of
only the visible body parts, we also re-trained the bbox
detectors using the enclosing box over the 2D projection
of GT meshes. See Fig. 1 for an example of our Center-
Padding RoI-Align comparing to existing RoI and FoV op-
erations. Implementing Center-Padding RoI-Align opera-
tion for a batch of mesh-wise feature maps is non-trivial.
We developed an efficient CUDA implementation and will
provide pseudo-codes in supplementary.
(2) Dense-attention Local SMPL Head. In the aligned
RoI above, the feature elements originating from occluded
image pixels are toxic to the local SMPL regressor. Ideally,
we may select the features from visible pixels given a per-
fect 2D binary person mask. Following Mask-RCNN [1],
an instance mask branch can be easily added to the baseline
to potentially select the visible(unoccluded) features. How-
ever, the predicted binary masks by MaskRCNN are usually
noisy and biased to the torso over the limbs.

We introduce a Dense-attention branch within the Lo-
cal SMPL Head (See Fig. 3 top figure for the head struc-
ture.). This branch computes an instance mask confidence
map (the [14, 14, 1] tensor after Softmax before binariza-
tion) and concatenates the features back to the RoI feature.
The Dense-attention branch and the Local SMPL head are
then trained jointly, such that the Dense-attention branch
works as a spatially dense self-attention block to the SMPL
regression branch. The effectiveness is evaluated in the ab-
lation study (Table 4). The Dense-attention branch head
introduces an additional instance mask loss L2DMask.
(3) Global and Local Translation Heads. In estimat-
ing body-wise global translations, the GT translations tgts
are only available from sparsely located bodies, making
it very challenging to supervise the network. Inspired by
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the general 3D object detectors [5, 25], we introduce the
dense depth supervision to support the translation learning.
In Fig. 3 bottom part, we first construct a Global Depth
Head originated from the multi-scale Feature Pyrimid Ne-
towork(FPN) and supervise the head output F by a single-
scale dense depth map Fsurf ∈ ℜ512×832. Since we only
focus on body mesh detection, we generate Fsurf by pro-
jecting all body meshes to the common image space result-
ing in a depth map only containing body surface depth. We
then concatenate the global depth-guided features with the
local features from the SMPL head. Finally, the concate-
nated features are fed to the Translation Head for global
translation vector t̂ = [t̂x, t̂y, d̂] estimation.

The translation heads above are supervised by:

LGTrans = λDdepth∥MFgt ⊙ (F− Fsurf )∥

+λTrans

n∑
p=1

∥t̂− tgt∥22. (5)

where LDdepth is surface dense depth loss and LTrans is
the translation head loss. In the supplementary materials,
we provide a Pseudo-codes to calculate tgt.
(4) Global-Local Dense Vertex Supervision. In addition
to the local-global bonds in the translation task above, we
further introduce vertex-level local-global bonds to super-
vise local mesh and global translation. From the ground
truth [θgt, βgt], we first reconstruct vertices Mgt|pelvis ∈
ℜ6890×3 in the pelvis-centered local coordinate. In the
datasets that provide global GT SMPL, the reconstructed
GT mesh Mgt is in the world coordinate orientation with a
world translation tw ∈ ℜ1×3. To transform the world co-
ordinate mesh Mgt + 1tw to the global camera coordinates
GT mesh G ∈ ℜ6890×3, we compute a 4d homogeneous co-
ordinates H = (Mgt + 1tw)E

T normalizing the first three
dimensions and remove the 4th dimension (H ∈ ℜ6890×4).
Here 1 ∈ ℜ6890×1 is a vector in which every element is 1.
and the extrinsic matrix E ∈ ℜ4×4 is computed from the
GT frame-wise camera pose parameters. The global vertex
loss is computed as

LGV ertex(θ, β, t) = λloc∥M(θ, β)−Mgt|pelvis∥22
+λglo∥(M(θ, β) + 1t)−G)∥22,(6)

where θ and β are the estimated SMPL coefficients. λloc

and λglo are the loss weight of the local and global vertex
respectively. M(θ, β) ∈ ℜ6890×3 contains the vertex co-
ordinates computed from θ and β. t ∈ ℜ1×3 again is the
estimated translation vector from the local 3D coordinates
to the 3D global camera coordinates.

Finally, the PMMD training loss is:

LPMMD =L2DBox + LSMPL(θ, β) + λ2DMaskL2DMask

+ LGTrans(t) + LGV ertex(θ, β, t),

(7)

x
y

z x
y

z

Figure 4. Mesh Translation Augmentation: 2D translating and
depth translation of the GT meshes in global 3D coordinate in re-
sponse to the shifting and scaling of the input images respectively.

where λ2DMask is the loss weight of dense attention head.

4. Experiments
Training protocols: Recent work on SMPL mesh estima-
tion used very different extra training datasets and different
GT SMPL parameters. Many of them were not released
for license issues. This makes it nearly impossible to con-
duct a strictly fair comparison among all methods. We align
our experiments with the most recent training datasets men-
tioned in BEV. (Please refer to the supplementary material
for method-specific training datasets).
Training configuration: As previous approaches on multi-
body mesh detection, our PMMD training consists of three
steps. In Step-1, the framework is trained from scratch us-
ing the cropped single-person patches(cropped, resized, and
padded to 256 × 256). This step mainly initializes the lo-
cal SMPL regression head. The global losses are activated
in this step. This is because the global distance cues are
destroyed in the cropped single-person images. This step is
trained for 10 epochs with a batch size of 256 and a learning
rate of 1e−4. In Step-2, the framework is continued to train
on multi-body images (resized and padded to 512 × 832)
for multi-body mesh detection. This step is trained for 19
more epochs with a batch size of 64 and a learning rate of
1e−5. In addition, to generate dense mesh translations in
global 3D coordinates, we augment the mesh 2D locations
by randomly shifting and padding the input images. We
also augment the depthmap by scaling and padding the input
images. (Refer to Fig. 4). The augmentation was activated
with a 50% probability with random scaling of (×0.8,×1.2)
and translation to random but valid 3D positions.

In all steps, we use the Adam optimizer with
weight decay=1e−4. Our training databases include the
training sets of 3DPW [31], Human3.6M [7], AGORA [26],
MPI-INF-3DHP [24], MS-COCO [21], LSP [9], LSP Ex-
tended [10], MPII [2], CLIFF-coco(pseudo-GT) [18], and
ClIFF-mpii(pseudo-GT) [18]. More details on the loss
weights and database sampling probabilities are provided
in supplementary materials.
Evaluation datasets: We evaluated two databases con-
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Table 1. Comparison with the state-of-the-art multi-body detection models on the 3DPW test set and AGORA val sets. All methods used
extra training data. The metrics of existing methods were either copied from their papers (denoted as “xx.x”) or computed using their
released models if available, otherwise “-” is inserted. All methods use the neutral SMPL model except BEV [28], which uses the SMPL-
Age model and age annotations. All metrics are in millimeters (mm) and the smaller “↓” the better. PMMD is the only method that
achieves sub-meter (< 1000mm) global metrics.

Method Backbone
Evaluation Dataset: 3DPW test set Evaluation Dataset: AGORA val set

Local Metrics Global Metrics Local Metrics Global Metrics
PA-MPJPE↓ PA-PVE↓ GPE↓ GPVE↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ PA-PVE↓ GPE↓ GPVE↓

Existing Model(GT bbox+Est. Camera-pose)
SPEC [15] ResNet50+ResNet50 52.2 81.0 - - - - - -
Existing Model(2D Detector+Weak-persp. depth)
OpenPose+SPIN [16, 34] VGG-19+ResNet50 66.4 - - - - - - -
YoloV3+VIBE [13, 34] (video) Darknet53+ResNet50 66.1 - - - - - - -
BMP [38] ResNet50 63.8 - - - - - - -
Faster-RCNN+OCHMR [12] ResNet50+HRNet32 58.3 - - - - - -
CRMH [8] (f=1000∗) ResNet50 50.6 82.1 1080.6 1086.8 70.1 97.5 2298.6 2320.2
ROMP [34] HRNet32 47.3/55.2 73.1 2823.7 2825.2 95.8 125.5 7682.5 7682.7
ROMP [34] (f=1000∗) HRNet32 47.3/55.2 73.1 376.2 392.8 95.8 125.5 6373.0 6377.5
Existing Model(2D Detector+Est. depth)
BEV [28] (SMPL-Age) HRNet32 46.9/51.1 70.5 2789.4 2792.2 84.9 114.1 6325.7 6331.8
BEV [28] (SMPL-Age, f=1000∗) HRNet32 46.9/51.1 70.5 359.8 373.3 84.9 114.1 4964.6 4974.1
Ours (f=1000∗)
PMMD w/o. dataset-specific fine-tuning ResNet50 45.4 71.4 296.5 314.0 56.1 76.1 879.6 893.7
PMMD w/. dataset-specific fine-tuning ResNet50 42.1 71.5 310.2 326.7 55.9 75.7 860.5 874.4

∗ Global metrics are computed against GT 3D translations under a canonical focal length specified by CRMH (f=1000).

taining the multi-body ground truth of SMPL parameters,
global translation, and camera extrinsic.

• 3DPW [31] contains (24 train, 24 test, 12 validation)
image sequences captured by hand-held cameras with
manual annotations of SMPL coefficients, 3D joints,
2D joints, and frame-wise camera poses. Subjects are
mostly walking in the horizontal camera view.

• AGORA [26] is a synthetic dataset with ground truth
body meshes and 3D translations. There are 14K train-
ing and 3K validation images. The human bodies are
rendered using 4240 textured body scans in diverse
poses and clothes. The pelvis-to-camera distances are
in [1.8, 27.4] meters and the pelvis-to-camera altitudes
are in [−7.6, 9.0] meters.

Metrics: Four metrics are reported in millimeters(mm):
(a) Procrustes-Aligned Mean Per Joint Position Error (PA-
MPJPE); (b) Procrustes-Aligned Per-Vertex Error (PA-
PVE); (c) Global Pelvis Error (GPE) computed as the Eu-
clidean distance error of the pelvis joints in physical space;
(d) Global Per-Vertex Error (GPVE) computed as the Eu-
clidean distance error of the mesh vertices in physical space.
In short, PA-MPJPE and PA-PVE measure the local mesh
errors, GPE measures the global location error of the pelvis,
and GPVE measures the global location error of mesh.

We followed CRMH to conduct person matching, and
to compute global metrics under a canonical focal length of
1000 (f=1000). For both CRMH and PMMD, both the input
images and the ground truth 3D translations are normalized
accordingly. For fair comparisons with ROMP and BEV

(fixed camera view 60o), we compute the image-wise focal
length and normalize the mesh translation of ROMP and
BEV to f=1000. In Table 1, all the normalized results are
denoted by “(f=1000∗)”.

4.1. Comparing with State-of-the-arts

In Table 1, we compare PMMD with the state-of-the-art
on common evaluation datasets. We copied all the local
metrics reported in papers (denoted by “xx.x”), and com-
puted missing metrics using recently released models. For
methods that have no explicit translation regression (CRMH
and ROMP), global translations are computed using their
predicted weak-perspective parameters. All methods use
the SMPL-neutral model except BEV [28]. BEV uses the
SMPL-Age model and GT age annotations which provide
extra advantages in local metrics over all other methods.

Paper vs. released-model metrics: In Table 1, many
paper-metrics (“xx.x”) are lower than the released-model-
metrics (separated as “xx.x/yy.y”). We suspect the paper-
metrics are from data-specific fine-tuned models on each
evaluation dataset, while the released model is general to
all datasets2. For this reason, we report two sets of PMMD
metrics: “PMMD w/o. dataset-specific fine-tuning” and
“PMMD w/. dataset-specific fine-tuning”.

Table 1 shows that PMMD works better locally (PA-
MPJPE, PA-PVE), and by far the best globally (GPE,
GPVE) among all compared methods. On the AGORA

2Our suspicion is supported in Table 2-3 of the ROMP paper https:
//arxiv.org/pdf/2008.12272.pdf, and the github link:
https://github.com/Arthur151/ROMP/blob/master/
docs/romp_evaluation.md
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Input Image CRMH ROMP BEV Ours

Figure 5. Qualitative results in the frontal view. Ours(pink) is compared with CRMH(green), ROMP(blue), and BEV(yellow). Better
mesh-to-person intersection in pixels indicates better local metrics. The predicted meshes of significant defects are highlighted in red
circles and arrows. The compared methods typically struggle with side-oriented bodies and missing or redundant detection. Our approach
produces more robust detection and accurate meshes.

val set, over the physical 3D space [1.8, 27.4](depth)-by-
[−7.6, 9.0](altitude) meters, the proposed PMMD not only
gets the best local metrics but is the only method that brings
the global metrics, GPE and GPVE, below 1 meter (1000
millimeters). In the frontal views in Fig. 5, the proposed
PMMD shows better mesh-to-person intersection in pixels
indicating better local metrics. In the top view in Fig 6, the
proposed PMMD meshes show better intersection with the
GT meshes indicating better global metrics, in particular,
better depth estimation.

We also closely compare PMMD with CRMH, ROMP,
and BEV which produce the next best sets of global met-
rics. In Table 2, we compute GPVEs on the evenly split
subsets of pelvis-to-camera distance ranges and pelvis al-
titude ranges in the AGORA val set, respectively. PMMD
constantly outperforms other methods in all ranges.
Why CRMH, ROMP, and BEV have worse global met-
rics than PMMD? Besides the differences in network
structures, these methods have basic modeling issues on
global localization. Based on weak-perspective projection,
CRMH, and ROMP align meshes in the 2D image space
rather than in the global 3D space. CRMH pursues the
image-space mesh alignment by translating the “small” per-
son away and the “big” person close to the image ori-
gin. ROMP achieves the image space alignment by scal-
ing the mesh sizes. SPEC leverages extra natural-scene
training images to learn a regressor for camera parame-
ters: camera-space translation, camera pose, and camera

Table 2. Global Per-Vertex Error (GPVE) on the AGORA val
set organized by pelvis distances (Close: [1.8, 10.3]m, Median:
[10.3, 18.8]m, Far: [18.8, 27.4]m) and by pelvis-to-camera al-
titudes (Low: [-7.6, -2.1]m, Median: [-2.1, 3.4]m, High: [3.4,
9.0]m). PMMD is the most robust method in the 3D space.

Method GPVE overall↓ GPVE by Distance↓ GPVE by Altitude↓
Close Median Far Low Median High

CRMH [8] 2320.2 944.0 1955.2 4085.9 3746.3 2177.8 5291.7
ROMP [34] 7682.7 2618.5 5519.5 14549.6 13626.4 7130.2 19167.6
ROMP [34] (f=1000) 6377.5 2732.4 3953.9 11497.5 11192.8 5906.2 16201.9
BEV [28] 6331.8 3261.8 5270.1 9513.2 9798.5 5976.2 13763.4
BEV [28] (f=1000) 4974.1 3477.1 4354.7 6065.5 5220.5 4735.9 10176.5
PMMD (ours) 893.7 389.3 784.8 1414.4 1683.4 840.4 1977.3

translation, which do not generalize well on human im-
ages in unseen scenes. BEV explicitly scales mesh sizes
based on the estimated ages, the image space mesh pro-
jection, and the mesh-to-mesh relative depths. Such mesh-
size-scaling operations introduce substantial regression er-
rors to global mesh translation. Compared to ROMP and
BEV, CRMH got better global metrics on 3DPW, thanks
to its two-stage bbox detector that provides more reliable
close-range weak-perspective parameters. This advantage
diminished on AGORA due to heavy truncation, occlusion,
and the larger distance ranges. In PMMD, we closely inte-
grate the local and global cues (Fig. 3) for mesh translation
in the global 3D space, which leads to physically valid mesh
sizes and global mesh locations.
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Figure 6. Qualitative results in the top view. Ours(pink),
CRMH(green), ROMP(blue), and BEV(yellow) are compared
with the GT meshes (gray). Better intersection with the GT
meshes in the top view indicates better global metrics, in partic-
ular, better depth estimation. The predicted meshes of significant
defects are highlighted in red arrows. The results demonstrate
that PMMD meshes closely match the GT meshes in terms of 3D
global translation, which verifies the robustness and effectiveness
of our proposed global and local head modules.

Robustness to truncation, occlusion, and collision.
PMMD robustness is mainly boosted by Center-Padding
RoI-align which aligns the body-to-RoI layouts and our
Dense Attention head which refines the feature based on
body segmentation mask confidences. These techniques se-
lect robust features for local SMPL regression. Our body
translation robustness is distributed between the local and
global tasks as a translation residual problem. PMMD
does not include but could further benefit from the Depth
Ordering-Aware and Interpenetration loss as [8, 28, 34].
Context priors. Context priors may help but may also be
limited in generalization. For instance, the ground plane as-
sumption [15, 35] requires extra camera pose models and
training data, which does not work on images with elevated
body altitudes (e.g. stairs in 3DPW, construction sites and
garden bushes in AGORA). Although using natural-image
training data to provide camera priors, SPEC [15] still pro-
duce inferior metrics in Table 1), which indicates poor gen-
eralization in the human mesh datasets.
Model Overheads: PMMD enables the new capability in
detecting 3D meshes in the physical size and locations. The
overhead is low compared with its two-stage baseline Mask-
RCNN and CRMH (See Table 3). Moreover, it is worth ex-
ploring PMMD in the single-stage detector framework (e.g.,
ROMP, BEV) for fewer parameters.

Table 3. Model overheads due to new capabilities in 2D mesh
detection, and 3D physical mesh scale&location detection.

Method Detector Framework 2D Mesh Detection 3D Physical scale& location Parameters

MaskRCNN Two-Stage No No 43.16M
CRMH Two-Stage Yes No 45.35M
PMMD(ours) Two-Stage Yes Yes 50.14M

Table 4. Ablation study of critical PMMD components on the
AGORA validation set. All metrics are computed at the same
training Epoch=3. All metrics are the smaller the better. By ex-
cluding each component, all local and global metrics degrade.

Ablation (epoch40) Local Metrics Global Metrics
PA-MPJPE↓ degrad. PA-PVE↓ degrad. GPE↓ degrad. GPVE↓ degrad.

PMMD 58.3 0 78.7 0 853.5 0 871.4 0
w/o. Dense Attention 87.4 -29.1 121.1 -42.4 17884.7 -17031.2 17949.9 -17078.5
w/o. Center-Padding RoI-Align 59.6 -1.3 80.4 -1.7 837.8 +15.7 853.9 +17.5
w/o. Global Vertex Loss 58.5 -0.2 79.1 -0.4 859.6 -6.1 878.6 -7.2
w/o. Global Trans. Feature 58.4 -0.1 79.0 -0.3 861.2 -7.7 878.6 -7.2
w/o. Local Trans. Feature 58.1 +0.2 78.4 +0.3 901.2 -47.7 919.2 -47.8

4.2. Ablation Study

We examine the impact of the five most critical PMMD
components by showing the metric degradation when ex-
cluding each component. We evaluate each case after train-
ing the same 10 epochs in Step-1 training and 3 epochs in
Step-2 training. In Table 4, the local and global metrics
suffered when critical components were excluded during
training. The biggest to the smallest degradations result
from excluding (w/o.) Dense Attention, Center-Padding
RoI-Align, Global Vertex Loss, Global Translation Fea-
tures, and Local Translation Features, respectively. In par-
ticular, w/o. Center-Padding RoI-Align hurts local metrics.
Without the Local Translation (Trans.) Feature, local met-
rics only slightly decrease but global metrics significantly
suffer. The Global Vertex Loss and the Global Transla-
tion (Trans.) Feature constantly helps both local and global
metrics. The Dense-Attention module improves both local
and global metrics significantly. Overall, Table 4 clearly
demonstrates the effectiveness of each proposed module.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

In this work, we propose a new Physical-space Multi-
body Mesh Detection framework, called PMMD, which ad-
dresses the misalignment, sparse supervision, and inaccu-
rate global translation issues in achieving precise 3D physi-
cal space mesh detection from monocular RGB images. The
proposed method significantly improves the training of the
local mesh and global translation regression tasks with the
local alignment and global dense learning. Compared with
existing methods, we learn from this work that: (1) Local
features alignment benefits the local mesh reconstruction.
(2) Integrating local body-wise and global dense-depth-
guided features that improve the physical global transla-
tion estimation. Furthermore, we also introduced a dense-
attention module and global 3D padding augmentation to
enhance the robustness and diversity. Extensive experi-
ments on challenging multi-body benchmarks show the su-
periority of the proposed PMMD over other methods.
Social Impact. This work recovers 3D person shaps from
cameras, which facilitates many downstream applications
requiring human motions. This technique should only be
applied to public or privacy-consented scenarios.
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